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Discretionary Housing Payments (DHP) 

DHP is a discretionary and short-term payment scheme available to councils to help towards housing               

costs. The core of the funding comes from central government, and arose in order to mitigate the                 

impact of certain welfare reforms between 2010 and 2017, which included the benefit cap and               

bedroom tax. Local authorities (LA) have the option to top-up the budget to a ceiling of 2.5x the                  

Government grant. To be eligible for DHP, claimants must already be in receipt of housing benefit or                 

the housing cost element of universal credit. They also must be paying rent and have a shortfall                 

between rent liability and the amount of Housing Benefit or Universal Credit housing costs they               

receive. Each request is considered by its own merits. Whether to grant a DHP, for how long and for                   

what amount, is at the council’s discretion. The expectation is that DHPs will be awarded in extreme                 

circumstances where additional help will have a significant effect in reducing the risk of              

homelessness. 

 
Haringey in numbers 

CAH Outlook 

● This year, CAH has seen a 105% increase in clients accessing advice on issues related to                
housing, a borough-wide issue that continues to grow. 

● Questions on rent arrears have fallen by 35% from Q3 last year. This is unsurprising as                
COVID-19 support schemes will have suppressed these concerns. These measures hide a            
ticking time-bomb.  

● The number of clients seeking advice relating to redundancy and dismissal has skyrocketed,             
up 167% from last year. Many of these families, propped up by the support packages, will                
seek assistance from the LA when their support is inevitably removed. 

Haringey Outlook 

● During the first quarter of this year, Haringey saw the second highest number of households               
assessed as threatened with homelessness across all LAs in England (5.3 per 1,000s). 

● The most recent poverty data, up to Q2 2020 provided by Trust for London, states that                
Haringey has the eighth highest eviction rate of London boroughs. 2.52 per 1,000             
households, significantly larger than the London average of 1.71 per 1,000. 

● According to ONS data, Haringey residents were already facing an affordability crisis. The             
median wage between 2011 and 2019 increased by 15%, whilst the median rent in the               
Borough rose by 43% in the same period. Residents on average are spending almost 50% of                
their pre-tax pay on rent. COVID-19 will only have exacerbated these pressures. 

 

The Local Housing Allowance gap 

● For the purposes of calculating LHA, Haringey is split into two broad rental market areas               
(BRMA). The majority of the borough is classified as an “outer london borough” and receives               
a lower rated LHA. The south west edge, predominantly Highgate, receives the higher “inner              
london borough” rate.  

 



 

● The private rental market across the borough is being inflated by its proximity to wealth and                
high skilled jobs. According to Government statistics, average private rent for a one bed flat               
is £1,335 pcm in Haringey. For the same property, the LHA will only cover around £940 pcm. 

 
Haringey and other boroughs 

To better understand the context of DHPs and how they are distributed, we carried out a brief                 
comparison of Haringey, Enfield and Hackney. We chose these boroughs as they share similarities,              
for example: 

● They are all north London boroughs. Enfield is classified as an outer north London borough,               
Hackney an inner, and Haringey incorporates areas that fall within both inner and outer              
north London. 

● All boroughs have similar percentages of households renting in the private sector. According             
to statistics provided by the ONS, the percentage of households in Haringey who rent from               
private landlords is 28.2%, in Enfield it is 26.2%, and in Hackney it’s 27.4% of households. 

● All have a relatively high percentage of these private rental sector households receiving state              
help and a high percentage of households affected by the benefit cap. 

● It is expected that the demand for DHP by residents in each borough would also be high.  

Councils receive new funding for DHPs from the central government every financial year and              
councils can use their own funds to top up their government contribution by an additional 150%. The                 
Table below shows DHP expenditure for Haringey, Enfield and Hackney in 2019/2020: 

 

The varied budget allocation for DHP in each borough does not reflect the similar local need they                 
share. Enfield and Hackney have significantly larger central government DHP contributions yet both             
spent above this allocation. Haringey spent £5,721 less than the government allocation. We cannot              
reconcile this underspend with the increasing demand for DHP so must look for other reasons.               
Perhaps due to overly cautious budgeting, a lack of public awareness regarding DHPs, or the strict                
eligibility criteria.  

Despite the announcement in the Government’s 2019 spending round that the DHP allocation will              
be increased by an additional £40 million, the allocation for Haringey is still significantly lower than                
the comparable Boroughs. According to the government guidance manual on DHP, there is a legal               
obligation on LAs to submit details of their DHP expenditure. These DHP claim forms are the                
mechanism by which future funding is allocated to LAs. This may explain the discrepancy between               
the government contribution towards DHPs in Haringey, Enfield and Hackney. If Haringey does not              
spend the full government allocation, or allocate additional local funding, then the expenditure claim              

 

Local Authority No. of awards Overall DHP Expenditure  Government contribution  

Haringey 1,451 1,558,226 1,563,947 

Enfield 1,321 2,481,327 2,249,300 

Hackney 2,864 1,815,285 1,772,360 



 

forms may not give a true picture of the demand for DHPs in Haringey and this will be reflected in                    
the central government contribution for the following year. Don’t ask, don’t get. . In order to meet                 
demand, Haringey must utilise its full budget and top it up according to need and merit. If DHP                  
expenditure is better aligned with increasing demand, then the increase in overall spending may also               
result in an increase in central government contribution for the following fiscal years. 

Furthermore, Enfield and Hackney councils both implement LWA schemes that provide additional            
emergency support in crisis situations. Hackney Council recently topped up their budget for LWA by               
£500,000 to meet the increase in demand due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Haringey currently has no                
such scheme in place. Both the underspend of DHP budget and lack of a Local Welfare Assistance                 
(LWA) scheme by Haringey Council suggests that welfare provisions have not adjusted to demand              
and local need. 

 



 

 

Conclusion 

 
The significant increase in the number of CAH clients seeking advice related to housing,              
employment, and UC applications is indicative of the struggle Haringey residents face meeting their              
housing costs. The issues are, first, current LHA rates leave a structural financial gap, as private                
rental prices are driven up, whilst local income stagnates. Second, local DHP budget allocation based               
on past spending is no longer appropriate. We believe our client base is representative of Haringey                
as a whole, so the explosion in dismissal, redundancy, and UC related queries forecasts a sharp rise                 
in demand for local government support. It is therefore in the council’s interest to “top-up”               
expenditure to meet the local need, and mitigate the threat of homelessness and rising tide of                
evictions. Third, many residents are either unaware that DHP is available, or are disqualified from               
applying. In this case the provision of an LWA scheme is essential. It will provide the broadest                 
support to Haringey citizens, and it is telling that neighbouring boroughs facing the same crisis have                
already put such schemes in place. Importantly, adequate DHP expenditure and the implementation             
of an LWA scheme will reduce the need for other, more costly, public spending incurred if these                 
issues were allowed to escalate. 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, or to find out how you can help raise awareness of local issues, contact Ned                  

Dukes, Haringey Research and Campaigns Team Lead on edward.dukes@haringeycabx.org.uk.   

 

mailto:edward.dukes@haringeycabx.org.uk


 

Annexe 

● https://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/lha_map_showing_2_brmas.pdf 
● https://www.haringey.gov.uk/council-tax-and-benefits/housing-benefit-and-council-tax-red

uctions/local-housing-allowance/lha-rates 
● https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/average-private-rents-borough 
● https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/statutory-homelessness-in-england-january-to-

march-2020 
● https://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/state_of_the_borough_final_maste

r_version.pdf 
● https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/housing-tenure-borough 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/use-of-discretionary-housing-payments-financial
-year-2019-to-2020 
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